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LANCES OF FIRE THAT SLICE STEEL

than ever before man shapes
FASTER
steel to meet his needs, slicing it to
the desired shape with the oxyacetylene
flame — the modern cutting tool which
never dulls. It shapes thin gauge sheet
or heavy slabs; forgings and structures
with equal ease, and with truly astonishing accuracy.
New, better and faster ways of
making machines, engines, ships, tanks
and innumerable other products is the
direct result of the efficiency and
proper application of this modern
production tool.
But the oxyacetylene flame does not
content itself merely with being the outstanding metal cutting tool. Because of

its versatility, it finds wide and varied
application in speeding defense. It
hardens steels to any desired degree
and depth; cleans metal surfaces for
quicker and longer lasting paint jobs;
gouges out metal with astonishing speed
and accuracy, and welds metal together
into a homogenous unit. To aid and
expand production schedules by the
most efficient and economical application of the oxyacetylene flame, Air
Reduction makes available to industry
the practical cooperation of a skilled
engineering department.
"Airco in the News" shows many interesting uses of the oxyacetylene
flame and electric arc. Write for copy.

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING

AIR
REDUCTION
General Offices
6 0 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y .
In Texas:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
DISTRICT OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

FOR GAS WELDING OR CUTTING AND ARC WELDING
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inside it's always

Raining

• Yes, a continuous shower of tiny drops of
oil inside this Tension Pulley Ball Bearing
keeps balls and raceways automatically lubricated. It is the first anti-friction bearing with
its own oil-circulating system—-a permanent
built-in feature, enabling it to run for a year
or more without attention.
Since the products of New Departure are
ideas as well as ball bearings, this company

has developed many "famous firsts," has
revolutionized mechanical design in many
industries.
Nothing rolls like a ball. Ball bearings are
used wherever shafts turn. Ask for your
copy of that absorbing, superbly illustrated
treatise: "Why Anti - Friction Bearings."
New Departure, a division of General Motors,
Bristol, Connecticut. Chicago and Detroit.

New Departure
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MOSQUITOES DON'T
LIKE REV LIGHTS
OUT

in Cleveland, Ohio, a group of engineers and entomologists has been spending
a lot of warm summer evenings sitting around
under a string ot colored lights. But any
passerby who got the impression that they had
joined the rocking-chair brigade would be very
much mistaken. They were conducting a scientific experiment to determine what color lights
attract, and what repel, night-flying insects.
Results: mosquitoes and most other nightflying insects don't like red lights, prefer blue.
But since red is not a very satisfactory color to
work under, the scientists suggest that if you
must work under a lamp outdoors, yellow light
provides the maximum advantages to human
beings with the minimum attraction to insects.
A HALF DOZEN
LEFT HANDED BUCKETS
PLEASE*

LEfT-MAUVED

BUCKETS

TNLIKE the famous fellow who wanted a
^
left-hand monkey wrench, the young man
at the window is perfectly in the right if the
buckets he wants are the buckets for a steam
turbine. For a double-flow turbine for ship
propulsion has both right- and left-hand buckets.
There's an important reason for using this

GENERAL »

construction. Though it sounds more complicated, a double-flow turbine operates at higher
speed, weighs less, and occupies less space than
a single-flow one. All these are distinct advantages when the equipment has to be installed
in a ship, where space is at a premium. And in
times like these, when turbines must be turned
out in a hurry, the smaller metal parts required
represent an advantage in manufacture, too.
General Electric, which has probably built
as many naval and marine turbines as any
other single manufacturer, is right now making
more of them than at any time in its history.
And by taking advantage of every engineering
and manufacturing advance, it is turning them
out on what approaches a mass-production
basis.

WANT A BOOKLET?
NOT

required reading in any course we ever
heard of. But if lightning should strike you
some day, you'd be glad to know what hit you.
This booklet explains the whys and wherefores
of lightning. Tells you how to recognize lightning when you see it, how to catch it if you
should want to take some home to play with, etc.
In fact about the only thing missing is a "lightning" index to enable you to thumb to your
favorite passage in less time than it takes to
say "blitz."
And if you have just been on a textbookbuying binge, you may be interested in the fact
that this 24-page pamphlet is free.
If you are interested, write to the General
Electric Company, Dept. 124E, Schenectady,
N. Y., and ask for "The Story of Lightning,"
based on the work of Dr. Karl B. McEachron
author of the book, "Playing with Lightning."
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